
09:56:08  From Parya Farzam to David Boas (Privately) : Could you 
please make me the Host?
10:04:37  From David Boas to Parya Farzam (Privately) : We are working 
on extracting the code like in Homer2
10:04:47  From David Boas : We are working on extracting the code like 
in Homer2
10:05:52  From Parya Farzam to Yilei Zheng (Privately) : Hi Yilei, I 
made you the Host by mistake
10:05:59  From Parya Farzam to Yilei Zheng (Privately) : Could you 
please make me the Host
10:06:17  From David Boas : Hila, we are working on making Homer3 
export a script to process the results from the Matlab command line 
like we had in Homer2. At the moment, there is information on the Wiki 
on exactly how you can do that. Post the question on openfnirs and I 
will find the exact URL
10:06:29  From Parya Farzam to Yilei Zheng (Privately) : thansk
10:06:41  From Yilei Zheng to Parya Farzam (Privately) : Sure
10:07:11  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : We use short Separation to increase 
data Quality, but what if the SS is noisy by itself?
10:07:27  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : How could we ensure that SS has a 
good Quality?
10:09:35  From Itai Gutman : You can show or post  at openfnirs the 
processing stream and the parameter in the option? I want to arrive 
this results in my myself too
10:09:58  From David Boas : Mojtaba, that is exactly why we would want 
to use pruneChannel to remove bad channels so that a poor SNR SS 
measurement wouldn’t corrupt the regression. Also, using the SS 
channel that best correlates with the LS measurement also ensures that 
the SS measurement won’t corrupt the regression. This is the 
flagNuisance parameter in the GLM function
10:10:49  From Yilei Zheng to Parya Farzam (Privately) : Parya, should 
I join the breakroom right now?
10:11:08  From Yilei Zheng to Parya Farzam (Privately) : or you're just 
setting up the rooms?
10:11:43  From Parya Farzam to Yilei Zheng (Privately) : No
10:12:28  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : Thanks David. I will Need to follow 
up this later
10:19:57  From David Boas : Itai, I put a screen shot of the processing 
stream on the day 3 comments
10:21:17  From Itai Gutman : Thanks
10:21:18  From sarah : can I just confirm how long we will have access 
to the course content and recordings for after this course? I'm sure I 
will want to refer back to things later when I am collecting data. 
Thanks
10:21:55  From David Boas : You have access for a year or two… I forget 
exactly how long the membership lasts. I can look it up
10:22:20  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : David - two years
10:22:34  From sarah : amazing! thanks
10:23:21  From Karla Holmboe : How do you sync the accelerometer data 
to the NIRS data stream?



10:23:43  From David Boas : Your nirs hardware needs to be able to 
record the voltage signal from the accelerometer.
10:23:57  From Karla Holmboe : so are they directly wired together?
10:24:00  From David Boas : Lots of nirs hardware can record external 
voltages to be synchronized with the firs data
10:24:06  From Karla Holmboe : just thinking about this for infant 
studies..
10:24:18  From David Boas : Yep, needs to be wired together
10:24:39  From Shari Liu : @Karla I wrote a grant to get us a new 
system and people recommended NIRSx sport which is wireless, has 
accelerometer etc.
10:24:42  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : what about TDDR introduced by 
Fishburn?
10:24:49  From Shari Liu : For infants specifically
10:25:14  From Karla Holmboe : sounds interesting @Shari
10:25:31  From Shari Liu : happy to send over info if you’re interested
10:26:32  From David Boas : TDDR by Fishburn looks like a nice method. 
Would be great if they submitted a function to use this in Homer. Full 
citation is here: Fishburn, F., Ludlum, R., Vaidya, C., Medvedev, A. 
(2019). Temporal Derivative Distribution Repair (TDDR): A motion 
correction method for fNIRS NeuroImage  184(Neurophotonics 2 2015), 
171-179. https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2018.09.025
10:27:30  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : They shared their matlab codes for 
TDDR
10:28:09  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : You might want to add it into Homer
10:30:31  From David Boas : We can add it to the list… there are 
another 10+ methods from the last 2 years that have been published 
that we can also add to the list of functions to add to homer. We do 
hope that others will write plugins for Homer3 as we can’t keep up on 
everything.
10:45:28  From Nicollette Purcell : You may address this later, but how 
do you suggest selecting the best motion artifact correction approach 
for our data
10:55:08  From Natalie Gilmore to Parya Farzam (Privately) : checking 
with swathi on title for our summary project
10:55:15  From David Boas : Nicollette, Meryem will address this a 
little. There are papers out there with suggestions on how to do that. 
One by Brigadoi and Cooper. Depending on the type of motion artifacts 
in your data, you can imagine that different methods will be better or 
worse… and so it is important to have objective criteria for choosing 
the method to use. Here is the Brigadoi reference Brigadoi, S., 
Ceccherini, L., Cutini, S., Scarpa, F., Scatturin, P., Selb, J., 
Gagnon, L., Boas, D., Cooper, R. (2014). Motion artifacts in 
functional near-infrared spectroscopy: a comparison of motion 
correction techniques applied to real cognitive data. NeuroImage  85 
Pt 1()https://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2013.04.082
10:55:22  From Natalie Gilmore to Parya Farzam (Privately) : copied you 
an email to her, fingers crossed will hear from her soon
10:56:21  From Nicollette Purcell : Thank you!
10:57:30  From Natalie Gilmore : Adding on to David’s response, 



Nicollette, something that Meryem has guided me to do when working 
with my own fNIRS dataset is to try various motion correction 
approaches with a small set of the data to see how they manage the 
motion (checking between raw data & optical density to see how the 
correction worked or did not)
11:00:15  From Nicollette Purcell : ah okay. That's a good tip. Thanks 
Natalie
11:00:52  From Shari Liu : @Natalie that’s a great idea! I will try 
that too
11:02:08  From Parya Farzam to Natalie Gilmore (Privately) : thanks
11:17:16  From Shari Liu : sorry forgot what does the prune channel 
function do again?
11:18:33  From Yilei Zheng : hmrR_PruneChannels function is used to 
prune channels from the measurement list if their signal is too weak, 
too strong, or their standard deviation is too great. Whether the data 
meets these conditions depends on the parameters of this function: 
dRange, SNRthresh, SDrange, and reset.
11:18:56  From sarah : so in practise you would only ever use one MA 
filter? or no?
11:19:05  From Sue Peters : What is the difference between Spline and 
SplineSG?
11:19:14  From David Boas : Generally you would only use one MA method… 
yes
11:19:43  From David Boas : SplineSG first does spline and then does 
the SG “wavelet” correction. It is a hybrid method that combines two 
methods
11:19:46  From Karla Holmboe : my default values in the file I loaded 
seem different from Meryem’s
11:20:24  From sarah : thanks. Also just a more general Homer question 
I meant to ask yesterday. When you view a specific channel that is 
literally just a view? Anything that you run will apply to and analyse 
all channels?
11:21:15  From Stephen Tucker : @sarah yes, with a few exceptions. 
Certain tools will only process the selected channels, ie the Plot 
Power Spectrum tool
11:21:18  From David Boas : Yes, your analyses are done on all 
channels. The ones you view have no impact on the analyses
11:21:30  From sarah : ok thanks
11:21:47  From Yilei Zheng : Karla, don't worry about that. Just change 
the parameters and see how the results look. 
11:21:56  From Meredith Pecukonis : unless you select a channel to 
exclude it/make It dashed
11:21:59  From Meredith Pecukonis : right?
11:22:00  From Karla Holmboe : I’ve changed them
11:22:05  From Meredith Pecukonis : that excludes that channel from 
analyses?
11:22:34  From Karla Holmboe : I don’t get the red lines for excluded
11:22:45  From David Boas : Meredith, correct, if you make a given 
channel “dashed” then it is excluded from analyses
11:23:07  From David Boas : The light red patches are indicating where 



motion artifacts have been objectively identified
11:23:24  From Meredith Pecukonis : does the prune channel function 
automatically make the “bad” or noisy channels dashed/excluded?
11:23:33  From Guy Perkins : Karla, have you run the processing 
elements?
11:23:42  From Karla Holmboe : yes
11:23:42  From Natalie Gilmore : @meredith, they will show up a light 
yellow
11:23:44  From sarah : ahh ok and you dash them by right clicking or 
something? I forget
11:23:47  From Karla Holmboe : it took a while
11:24:19  From David Boas : pruneChannel should do that… but right now 
there is a problem in the probe display… we are working to fix that. 
Sorry for the inconvenience
11:24:31  From Meredith Pecukonis : no problem~ thanks for clarifying!
11:24:37  From Karla Holmboe : ran it again, still no red lines
11:24:43  From Karla Holmboe : I’ve checked that settings are the same
11:25:58  From David Boas : Maybe you need to check the “show exclude” 
box under “exclude data"
11:26:50  From Karla Holmboe : I have that marked
11:28:45  From Erin Meier : I’m getting an error when I tried to run 
spline
11:28:57  From David Boas : What is the spline error?
11:29:06  From David Boas : Spline error can happen if a parameter is 
set wrong
11:29:34  From Karla Holmboe : still no red lines, maybe I just have to 
live with it for now
11:29:45  From Erin Meier : It says “Undefined function ‘cases’ for 
input arguments of type ‘double’”
11:29:58  From Erin Meier : I got disconnected for a second d/t a bad 
connection, so I might have missed something
11:30:05  From David Boas : Karla, we can send you to a breakout room 
now.. or at the end… for now, maybe try restarting homer to see if 
that fixes things
11:30:17  From Karla Holmboe : Ok will do
11:30:34  From Natalie Gilmore : Erin, can you send a pic of your proc 
stream
11:30:41  From David Boas : Erin, curious…
11:31:00  From David Boas : Must be some issue with how you typed the 
parameters for spline
11:31:16  From Guy Perkins : I found that most of my errors come from 
not setting the paths properly in matlab (if that helps)
11:32:37  From David Boas : Erin, parameters look fine to me… maybe 
just retype them for the spline case.
11:33:30  From David Boas : Erin, we can go to break out room now or 
later if you like
11:33:49  From lisa bunker : Can you slow down--my computer isn't 
processing quite as fast so I don't get results before you move on to 
the next correction
11:34:20  From Natalie Gilmore : lol



11:34:31  From lisa bunker : Thank you! Just a little slower is fine
11:34:34  From Erin Meier : David, I’m trying to setting paths again 
and restarting Homer
11:34:41  From Erin Meier : I’ll let you know about a breakout room!
11:34:53  From Karla Holmboe : so basically you change method by 
changing the turnon from 0 to 1 - and only ever 1 at a time?
11:35:22  From Heather Kwan : I’m seeing in both my and Meryem’s 
processing stream there are 2 motion artifact detection boxes, is 
there a reason for this?
11:35:49  From David Boas : Karla, yes, turn on only one method at a 
time. We just created this processing stream so that it was easy to 
try different methods
11:35:52  From sarah : yeah further to Karla's question I assume you 
typically wouldn't have a processing stream with all of these 
functions on unless you were looking for the best one for your data?
11:35:55  From Erin Meier : I still get the same error. I’d like to 
continue following along now but maybe address later?
11:35:59  From sarah : ah ok you answered it
11:36:04  From Karla Holmboe : I got the red lines - I think there was 
an other ‘1’ in the default settings
11:36:29  From David Boas : Heather, the first motion detection is to 
identify them for some of the correction methods. The second one is to 
identify the residual motions artifacts after the corrections was 
performed
11:36:44  From Heather Kwan : Okay, thank you!
11:36:56  From David Boas : Sarah, yes, you typically won’t have a 
processing stream with all of the correction methods. We just do that 
here to make it easy for you to compare them
11:37:06  From sarah : got it thank you
11:37:23  From Itai Gutman : You can repeat on the PCA method?
11:38:01  From Meredith Pecukonis : what are typical STDEV and AMP 
values for motion artifact identification?
11:38:10  From Shari Liu : What are the units of AMPthresh - deltaOD?
11:38:36  From Yilei Zheng : @ Sarah, exactly! This cfg file including 
all MA methods is just for trying different methods. 
11:38:40  From David Boas : Shari, yes, deltaOD
11:38:44  From Shari Liu : Thanks!
11:38:56  From Meredith Pecukonis : jordan I had to uninstall and 
reinstall wavelet when I downloaded homer3
11:39:02  From Meredith Pecukonis : for some reason
11:39:29  From Michaela Kent : ^ so did I (for wavelet toolbox)
11:41:15  From sarah : is OD or conc more typically used for 
interpretation purposes?
11:42:29  From Meredith Pecukonis : I think it’s .5 but don’t quote me 
on that
11:42:34  From Meredith Pecukonis : ill find paper hold on
11:43:14  From Meredith Pecukonis : Behrendt, H. F., Firk, C., Nelson 
III, C. A., & Perdue, K. L. (2018). Motion correction for infant 
functional near-infrared spectroscopy with an application to live 
interaction data. Neurophotonics, 5(1), 015004.



11:43:28  From Meredith Pecukonis : this one is also helpful for infant 
people
11:43:29  From Meredith Pecukonis : Di Lorenzo, R., Pirazzoli, L., 
Blasi, A., Bulgarelli, C., Hakuno, Y., Minagawa, Y., & Brigadoi, S. 
(2019). Recommendations for motion correction of infant fNIRS data 
applicable to multiple data sets and acquisition systems. NeuroImage, 
200, 511-527.
11:43:34  From Natalie Gilmore : @sarah, conc provides you estimates of 
oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration changes, which 
can be used as a metric of neural activation
11:44:04  From David Boas : Sarah, interpretation for which purposes? 
We use OD typically for finding motion artifacts (important to not 
band pass filter when looking for motion artifacts). For interpreting 
brain activation , we use HbO and HbR
11:44:38  From sarah : thanks all. Sorry I meant for MAs I should have 
specified
11:46:00  From Meredith Pecukonis : Hila you can behaviorally code the 
parent child interaction and then manually add stim marks based on 
behavior
11:50:25  From Karla Holmboe : Sorry, but where does the HRF ‘start’ 
during resting state?
11:50:41  From Heather Kwan : In the processing stream for the problem 
session there doesn’t appear to be any GLM. For practice I’d like to 
add it in- it goes after all of the motion correctors?
11:50:42  From David Boas : Sarah, we use OD for looking at motion 
artifacts. VERY IMPORTANT that you don’t bandpass filter the data when 
you are looking at motion artifacts
11:51:02  From David Boas : Heather, yes, GLM would go at the very end 
after all motion correction
11:51:08  From Heather Kwan : Thank you!
11:52:27  From Yilei Zheng : Here gives some typical processing 
streams : https://github.com/BUNPC/Homer3/wiki/Typical-processing-
streams
11:52:38  From sarah : why is that David? Because you will filter them 
out?
11:53:13  From Meredith Pecukonis : thank you Yilei!!!
11:53:24  From David Boas : Sarah, yes, if you have a low pass filter 
it smooths out motion artifacts and it is very hard to identify them
11:53:35  From sarah : ok undersood
11:55:25  From Jodie Gawryluk : Thank you, Meryem!
11:56:20  From Hila Gvirts : thank you !
11:57:22  From Erin Meier : Thanks for the pointers about downloading 
toolboxes, everyone. I had to download the curve fitting and wavelet 
toolboxes, and now the spline and wavelet options are working for me
11:58:33  From Shari Liu : Thank you Meryem!!
11:58:36  From Michaela Kent : Thanks everyone!
11:58:37  From Mojtaba Soltanlou : great presentation Meryam, thanks
11:58:39  From Heather Kwan : Thank you!
11:58:41  From Meredith Pecukonis : thank you!
11:58:45  From Chris Copeland : Thanks everyone! See you Monday.



11:58:57  From Jay Dubb : I'll be around for 1 hr after class 
11:59:13  From Guy Perkins : thank you all!
11:59:17  From Erin Meier : Thanks!
11:59:21  From Joan O'Keefe : thanks!


